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Highlights from Seminar on Hedging Oil Requirements of Indian Oil Marketing Companies (OMCs) 
Check useful insights from the recent seminar that was specially designed for Oil Marketing Companies 
(OMCs), Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, banks, with an objective to examine 
appropriate strategy for hedging of India’s oil requirements by the Oil Marketing Companies. The seminar 
drew expert speakers from academic, Multilateral Institutions, Investment Banks and Energy Experts. 
 
   View recent events 

 

 
Featured Video   

 

G Gopalakrishna, Director, CAFRAL talks about the importance of 
Forensic Audit 
G Gopalakrishna, Director, CAFRAL elucidates on circulation of modus 
operandi of frauds and talks about the importance of forensic audit, its 
various tools and techniques, use of CAAT to identify exceptions in 
treasury operations for banks and financial institutions and the road 
ahead, at the Workshop on Forensic Audit organised by CAFRAL at 
Mumbai on September 9, 2014. 

   Watch the video 
 

 
CAFRAL requests you to participate in the survey with a passion for better banking and initiate the 
discussions on the forums leading to change. 
 
CAFRAL intends to create formal forums like Bank CEO Forum, Bank CRO Forums etc to deliberate upon any 
key issues and challenges faced by the banking sector as a sounding board for the regulator on the relative 
areas. For the purpose we are creating a survey for finding out  perceptions about five important issues 
affecting banking sector in the next five years. We request bankers and other finance professionals to 
identify  five most important issues they perceive which would be affecting banking sector in the next five 
years.   Based on the inputs of this survey, we will form five Group Forums. Each group would be encouraged 
to meet once and later communicate through blog or specific discussion forum which will be created. These 
specific forums would further deliberate on the issues to find possible solutions arising out of discussions. 
The firmed up issues broadly affecting the banking sector and possible solutions would be forwarded to RBI 
and Govt. of India, for necessary action. 
   Take survey 

 

 
Upcoming Events 
Program for Non-Executive Directors on the Boards of Public Sector Banks 
November 17, 2014   
Banking has become more complex over the years with rapid developments in the area of risk management, 
implementation of Basel capital accords, and of late stress in asset quality on account of global and domestic 
factors. Understanding these issues by the Board members so as to exercise effective Corporate Governance 
in banks therefore assumes significant importance. Boards of banks are required to focus on business 
strategy and risk management so as to provide effective oversight to steer their banks through their present 
difficult position. 
   Nominate now 
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